Subject: Only NCS Registered Job-seekers /Un-employed persons would be treated as Job-seekers and Un-employed of the State from 01-10-2019.

The Ministry of Labour and Employment is presently implementing the National Career Service (NCS) Project by transforming Employment Exchange to Model Career Centre /Career Centres. As per NCS Project 2-District Employment Exchanges (DEE Agartala, West Tripura & DEE Dharmanagar, North Tripura) have been transformed to Model Career Centres (MCC) and 4 Employment Exchanges (DEE Kailashahar, Unakoti District, DEE Ambassa, Dhalai District, DEE Udaipur Gomati District and Special Employment Exchange for PWDs, Agartala) has been transformed to Career Centres. The first step of transformation is change of Registration process from the earlier Manual & Online system to registration in the new NCS System.

In this respect registration of Job-seekers has started in NCS Portal since June 2015 along with the earlier system. Registration of Job-seekers in the earlier system i.e. in the National Employment Service Portal has been closed on 30/09/2016 vides Notification of even number dated 16th September 2016.

As per instruction given in National Employment Service Manual (NESM) that the card is valid up to 3 years, after that it will be treated as lapsed, so, the card issued upto 30/09/2016 will be lapsed on 01/10/2019. In the NCS System there is no renewal system, so all the registered Job-seekers under earlier system would not be renewed their registration and hence their card would be treated as lapsed from 01/10/2019.
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All the candidates registered with the earlier system have to be registered in the NCS Portal for getting the benefit as Job-seekers. For the Registration they may approach to the Model Career Centres / Career Centres (District Employment Exchanges) /EI & AB at SDM Offices. They may also approach to the Common Service Centre (CSCs) for getting registration. Since as per NCS Policy anybody can make a registration in the Portal by himself / herself so the candidate may also make registration by themselves. But for authentication if so required in the Card they have to submit the Card along with copies of all relevant documents in the Model Career Centre / Career Centres (District Employment Exchanges) /EI & AB at SDM Offices. Henceforth i.e. after 01/10/2019, data available in the NCS Portal will be treated as Job-seeker /Un-employed data.

By order of the Governor

(Tasmit Debbarma)
Deputy Secretary to the
Government of Tripura

1. All Departments / Heads of Departments (Central / State Government)
2. All DMs/SDMs/BDOs
3. All PSUs/Co-Operatives/Boards/Societies/Autonomous Bodies.
4. All Private Employer of the State.
5. All Local Bodies of the State.
6. All Public/Private Skill Provider.